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Knives • Scrapers • Hard Cards • Squeegees
Rulers • Sprayers • Meters • Cleaning Aids

Johnson® Window Films
KNIVES & BLADES

A Olfa Professional Auto-Lock Knife – great for both right and left handers with half click auto-lock blade positioning for better control
TT-107

B Olfa “Silver” Stainless Steel Knife – the original and our best selling knife
TT-111

C Olfa “Yellow Handle” Knife
TT-112

D Olfa XA1 Knife with Comfort Grip
TT-113

E NT Pro A-1 “Red Dot” Knife – rounded tip designed for right and left handers, half-space notches for more precise blade adjustment
TT-115

F NT Heavy Duty Cartridge Knife – unique handle grip, holds 5 blades, great for flat glass installations (not plastic)
TT-116

G Olfa “Stainless Steel” 13 pt. Snap-off Blades
TT-121 – 50 Pack
TT-122 – 10 Pack

H Olfa 7” Scissors – ideal for security film, cutting round edges and other difficult tasks
TT-109

J Olfa Blade Disposal Can – eliminate the hazards of discarded snap-off blades by using this convenient disposal can
TT-188
A 1" Double-Sided Razor Blades - Plastic
   TT-140

B 1" Single Edge "Steel" Razor Blades
   TT-141 – 100 Pack

C 1" Metal Retractable Single Edge Razor Blade Holder
   TT-151

D 1" Plastic Single Edge Razor Blade Holder
   TT-152

E 1" Single Edge Razor Blade Scraper with Long Handle
   TT-153

F 6" Triumph Scraper Handle with One Blade
   TT-175

G 6" Triumph Scraper Replacement Blades
   TT-176 – 25 Pack

H 3" Triumph Scraper Handle with Blade Cover
   TT-177

I 3" Triumph Scraper Replacement Blades
   TT-178 – 10 Pack

J White Scrub Pad – 4 x 6 x 1 inch
   TT-181

K White Scrub Pad – thin
   TT-182

L 4" Heavy Duty Scraper Handle and Blade
   TT-172

M 4" Heavy Duty Scraper Replacement Blades
   TT-173 – 10 Pack

N Rapid Tac 2 – dot matrix adhesive enhancer
   TT-752 – 32 oz. Bottle

O Johnson Clear Film Polish
   TT-711 – 4 oz. Bottle
   TT-711PK (4 pack) (4 oz. Bottles)
   Rapid Clear Film Polish
   TT-713 – 32 oz. Bottle

P Lint Free Towels
   TT-542 – 50 Pack

Q Jiffy J2W
   TT-921
A Conquerer Squeegee — squeegee and hard card in one handy tool
   TT-210
B Contour – 3” x 6.25”
   TT-243
C Clear / White Max
   TT-119
D Diamond Tip Squeegee
   TT-218
E Gator Blade, Hard Card
   TT-212
F 3M Gold Card — butterfly style
   TT-233
G White Teflon Hard Card
   TT-234
H Black Teflon Hard Card
   TT-242
I 4” Lidco Felt Edge, Hard Card
   TT-245
J The Slammer – 7.5” x 6”
   TT-240
K Popsicle Stick or “Bone”
   TT-235
L Li’l Chizzler – a must have favorite for all film installers
   TT-236
M Black & White Card/Squeegee
   TT-244 – 12”
N EZ Reach Gold Hard Card
   TT-238
O Slim Foot – 12” handle
   TT-239
P 5 Way Tool
   TT-241
Q Blue Max
   TT-281

TIP: The Blue Max also makes a great stiff squeegee...attach a handle by loosening the screws on the Unger Pro handle, TT-270, and clamping it down. Excellent for rear windows.
A  Yellow Polyurethane “Turbo” Squeegee  
   TT-215 – 18”  
   TT-216 – 9”  
   TT-217 – 3½”

B  Little Foot-Blue, Squeegee  
   TT-219

C  Orange Crush, Squeegee  
   TT-220

D  6” Film Plow, Squeegee  
   TT-231

E  28” Black Rubber “Smoothee” Squeegee Blade  
   TT-211

F  9” Black Rubber “Smoothee” Squeegee with handle  
   TT-223

G  8” Wooden Handle Squeegee  
   TT-254

H  8” Super Squeegee  
   TT-255 – handle and squeegee  
   TT-256 – replacement blade only

I  9½” “Red Devil” Micro-thin Squeegee – great for pushing water out of tight spaces such as automobile door frames and rear windows  
   TT-906

J  Side Swiper Squeegee – a must have tool for all those hard to reach places (use TT-260 – 6” as replacement blade)  
   TT-259

K  Power Squeegee  
   TT-266 – 6” replacement blade

L  Fusion, 5” Handle  
   TT-267

M  Unger Pro Squeegee Handle  
   TT-270

N  Unger Pro Channel with Blade (use TT-277 – 36” as replacement blade)  
   TT-271 – 6”  
   TT-273 – 12”

O  Unger Pro Squeegee Blades  
   TT-277 – 36” blade only

P  Power Max Blue Blades – for Unger and Side Swiper  
   TT-260 – 6” blade only  
   TT-261 – 18” blade only

Q  Bulldozer-Auto – 15” x 6”  
   TT-290

R  Scrubber Paddle – 15” x 3”  
   TT-292
**RULERS, SPRAYERS & METERS**

**SPRAYERS**

A 18” Aluminum Straight Edge  
TT-410

B 36” Aluminum Straight Edge  
TT-411

C 32 oz. Heavy Duty “Spraymaster”  
TT-314

D 2 Pint Pump Up Pressure Sprayer  
TT-312 – improved version with Viton seals

E 32 oz. Professional Heavy Duty Sprayer  
TT-311

F Replacement Trigger  
TT-311-RTSB

**METERS**

G Tint Meter Enforcer (1 Piece) roll down window  
TT-930

H Tint Meter Inspector (2 Piece) rear window  
TT-931
A  Johnson Window Films Waist Apron
   SAAPRON (w/belt buckle and 2 loops)
   SAAPRON-SM (w/drawstring and 1 loop)

B  Heat Gun – dual heat settings
   TT-905

C  15” Black Vinyl 25 ft. Roll – great for laying
   on top of large dot matrix areas for a clean appearance
   TT-915

D  Door Trim/Window Handle Remover
   TT-433

E  Door Panel Remover Tool
   TT-435

F  Window Guide Felt Tape – 3/4” 50ft. Roll
   TT-440

G  Hook Tool 7”, Zinc Finish
   TT-434

H  Hook Tool 7”, Zinc Finish
   TT-434

I  Reminder “Do Not Roll Down” Tape
   TT-415

J  “Black Out” Tape
   TT-416 – ½” 50 ft. Roll
   TT-417 – 1” 50 ft. Roll

K  “Black Out” Tape
   TT-416 – ½” 50 ft. Roll
   TT-417 – 1” 50 ft. Roll

L  “Black Out” Paint Marker
   TT-609

M  Yellow Film Marker
   TT-610

N  Shoe Covers
   TT-436

O  Heat Forming Gloves
   TT-543

P  Seal-It Pen Edge Sealer
   TT-611

Q  Door Panel Remover Tool
   TT-435

R  Window Guide Felt Tape – 3/4” 50ft. Roll
   TT-440

S  Hook Tool 7”, Zinc Finish
   TT-434

T  Reminder “Do Not Roll Down” Tape
   TT-415

U  “Black Out” Tape
   TT-416 – ½” 50 ft. Roll
   TT-417 – 1” 50 ft. Roll

V  “Black Out” Paint Marker
   TT-609

W  Yellow Film Marker
   TT-610

X  Shoe Covers
   TT-436

Y  Heat Forming Gloves
   TT-543

Z  Seal-It Pen Edge Sealer
   TT-611